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ABSTRACT   

We present an update on LINC-NIRVANA (LN), an innovative, high-resolution infrared imager for the Large Binocular 
Telescope (LBT). LN uses Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (MCAO1) for high-sky-coverage diffraction-limited 
imagery and interferometric beam combination. The last two years have seen both successes and challenges. On the one 
hand, final integration is proceeding well in the lab. We also achieved First Light at the LBT with the Pathfinder 
experiment. On the other hand, funding constraints have forced a significant re-planning of the overall instrument 
implementation. This paper presents our progress and plans for bringing the instrument online at the telescope.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  
LINC-NIRVANA operates at near infrared wavelengths (1.0-2.5 µm), providing diffraction-limited single-eye imagery 
and interferometric beam combination in Fizeau mode. Previous papers in this conference series explain and illustrate 
the configuration and operating principles of the instrument. In particular, Herbst et al. 20102 provide considerable detail 
and a bibliography of additional material. This paper reports on progress during the final laboratory integration phases 
and presents the results of our First Light experiments at the Large Binocular Telescope. The final section lays out the 
modified implementation plan. 

2. LABORATORY ASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION, AND VERIFICATION 
We reported on the LINC-NIRVANA Assembly, Integration, and Verification (AIV) review during the last SPIE 
conference, and since that time, the LN team has been carrying out the necessary steps to ensure reliable, high 
performance in the delivered instrument. This has involved completing the integration and acceptance testing for 
individual sub-systems, and most critically, managing the resource and time choreography for final integration. 

One major challenge of this effort was the complete integration and alignment of the warm optics channel. As figure 1 
illustrates, the warm optics includes a total of 10 lenses, 8 reflecting surfaces (including a deformable mirror and a 
moving delay line), an opto-mechanically complex wavefront sensor, and a transmissive filter. The team employed 
numerous calibration devices, such as autocollimation telescopes and interferometers, in addition to custom tools to 
perform this task. Figure 2 shows the result: the total wavefront error for the 30 optical surfaces of the warm optics is 
below 50 nm RMS, well within specification. In a separate paper for this conference, Moreno-Ventas et al.3 present 
considerably more detail on this achievement. 

Additional AIV tasks accomplished since our last report include the delivery and acceptance of the second Ground-Layer 
Wavefront Sensor (Radhakrishnan et al. 20144), cold testing and acceptance of the science channel optics (Bizenberger 
et al. 20145), completion and handover of the OPD and Vibration Monitoring System (Kürster et al. 20106), cold testing 
of the Fringe and Flexure Tracking System (FFTS - Horrobin et al. 20147), and delivery and acceptance of the FFTS 
detector system. Despite multiple challenges and setbacks, we remain on track for completion of AIV in early 2015. 
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Figure 1. The integrated SX channel of LINC-NIRVANA (left). The arrows indicate the optical path for light coming 
from the telescope at bottom and passing through the shared fore-optics and the wavefront sensor optics (right).  

 

 
Figure 2. The total wavefront error of the 30 surfaces is less than 50 nm RMS. 

3. FIRST LIGHT EXPERIMENTS AT THE LBT 
LINC-NIRVANA is a complex, interacting system, which includes a large cryogenic camera, four wavefront sensors, a 
half-cryogenic fringe tracker, two CCD patrol cameras, two calibration units, two multi-layer turbulence and one piston 
simulator, as well as a host of infrastructure, software, and support elements. In all, there are eight detector systems (6 
visible and 2 near-infrared), over 250 individual lenses and mirrors, 133 motors, 40 control systems, and more than a 
third of a million lines of control software. 
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Clearly, the success of an instrument as complex as LINC-NIRVANA demands proper management of this complexity. 
We have attacked this issue on the AIV side by employing a hierarchical scheme, completing and testing sub-systems 
prior to system integration and testing systems prior to full instrument integration. Telescope deployment brings with it a 
whole series of additional challenges, such as calibration strategies and software compatibility with the observatory. Our 
commissioning experience with several other complex instruments has told us that even such “mundane” operations as 
establishing stable telescope communication can occupy a surprising amount of time and effort. The expense is 
multiplied when one subset of the team attempts to complete one basic task while the remainder sits around waiting. To 
address this, we initiated the Pathfinder experiment, an effort to bring one of our wavefront sensors, as well as some of 
our electronic and software infrastructure, to the LBT well in advance of the rest of the instrument.  

Pathfinder employs our right-arm (DX) Ground-layer Wavefront Sensor (GWS), along with a test camera, support 
electronics, and software, to correct ground-layer turbulence (Figure 3). The GWS sums the signal from up to 12 natural 
guide stars to improve sky coverage. The Pathfinder experiment is a full-up demonstrator for a number of vital LINC-
NIRVANA functions, including: 

• telescope communication • rotating interaction matrix: real time seamless update 

• adaptive secondary mirror communication and control • closed loop verification 

• wavefront sensor calibration strategies • multiple star acquisition and ground-layer correction 

• reference star acquisition • wavefront sensor performance and reliability 

• software compatibility with observatory • electronics compatibility with observatory 

 

 
Figure 3. LINC-NIRVANA Pathfinder mounted at the right, rear, bent focus of the LBT. The black polygonal box 
contains the Ground-layer Wavefront Sensor, while the light-gray cabinet to the lower left hosts the drive 
electronics. Because the GWS uses natural stars, the sensor must rotate to follow the sky. Note the large cable chain 
at left to help manage this. 
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Our plan was to bring Pathfinder to the telescope in early 2013 to begin an active campaign of testing and use, with the 
goal of accelerating the final commissioning of the overall instrument two years later. Unfortunately, a freezing incident 
disabled the DX adaptive secondary mirror in spring 2013, forcing a six-month delay in our schedule. Nevertheless, we 
finally managed to get on-sky and achieved First Light with the LINC-NIRVANA Pathfinder on 16 November 2013. 

Figure 4 shows our First Light, closed-loop operation using a single, on-axis, reference star. Although the correction was 
modest, the imager was operating at visible wavelengths, and the seeing at the time of First Light was approximately 2.3 
arcseconds. During a second run a month later, we managed to acquire off-axis stars and demonstrate real-time updating 
of the reconstructor matrix driving the adaptive secondary mirror, a critical capability to the ultimate functioning of 
LINC-NIRVANA. Bergomi et al. 20148 and Kopon et al. 20149 describe these First Light achievements in detail. Our 
most recent Pathfinder run took place in early April 2014. At that time, we mapped the geometry of the LBT focal plane 
and made significant strides in acquiring multiple stars. See Conrad et al. 201410 for more information. 

 

 
Figure 4. LINC-NIRVANA Pathfinder achieves First Light 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 
At the time of this conference, the AIV activities for LINC-NIRVANA are approaching completion. One arm has been 
integrated and tested end-to-end, and full system tests should begin in September 2014. If all goes well, we anticipate 
Preliminary Acceptance Europe and shipment of the full instrument in the first half of 2015, with reassembly, and 
commissioning taking place in Fall 2015. Despite this bright outlook, completing LINC-NIRVANA has taken more time 
and resources than planned, and at our current rate of burn, our funding runs out before delivery. Given the instrument’s 
complexity, commissioning and operating LN at the telescope will consume significant manpower. While further 
resources in principle exist within the partnership, there has been an explicit decision to focus future funds on the 
European ELT. 
 
The LN team had been aware of an impending resource crisis for some time and had been seeking solutions. 
Unfortunately, none of these have worked out, and as a result, we have decided to pursue a more modest initial 
implementation within the current resource envelope, with full capabilities following as funding and other inputs permit. 
 
Specifically, our original goal was to implement LINC-NIRVANA in four distinct steps: 
 

 1. LINC mode (single reference star, on-axis adaptive optics, interferometry) 
  2. Ground-Layer Adaptive Optics (hereafter GLAO) 
  3. Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics (hereafter MCAO) 
  4. NIRVANA mode (Full MCAO-interferometry) 
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The Pathfinder experiment (Section 3) has effectively swapped steps 1 and 2. Our remaining resources will allow us to 
complete step 3, Multi-Conjugate Adaptive Optics, along with a limited version of experimental LINC mode. The aim is 
to demonstrate scientifically interesting, high impact capability soon after reaching the telescope, with the longer term 
goal of bringing in additional resources, both financial and personnel, to complete the full LINC-NIRVANA. 
 

5. LINC-NIRVANA AT THIS CONFERENCE 
A single short paper cannot capture the status of a complex instrument such as LINC-NIRVANA, and in fact, there are a 
dozen presentations and posters on LN at this SPIE. Table 1 lists the corresponding papers, organized by conference 
session. Interested readers are encouraged to consult these other publications, and for the latest news on the progress of 
LINC-NIRVANA, point your web browser to:  

http://www.mpia.de/LINC 

Table 1: LINC-NIRVANA publications at this conference, organized by conference session 

Conference Paper Authors Title 

Ground-based and Airborne 
Telescopes V 

9145-165 Boehm et al. Real Time Estimation of Differential Piston at the LBT 

Optical and Infrared 
Interferometry IV 

9146-108 Eckart et al. Tracing dusty sources close to the Galactic Center with 
infrared interferometry: GRAVITY / MATIS (VLTI) and 
LINC-NIRVANA (LBT)

 9146-18 Herbst et al. The LINC-NIRVANA Fizeau interferometric imager: 
final lab integration, First Light experiments and 
challenges

 9146-88 Horrobin et al. Performance of the LINC NIRVANA fringe and flexure 
tracker at delivery

Ground-based and Airborne 
Instrumentation for Astronomy V 

9147-57 Herbst et al. The LINC-NIRVANA high resolution imager: challenges 
from the lab to first light (this paper) 

 9147-146 Moreno-Ventas et al. Optical integration and verification of LINC-NIRVANA 

 9147-163 Bizenberger et al. LINC-NIRVANA: Diffraction limited optics in cryogenic 
environment

Adaptive Optics Systems IV 9148-218 Bertram et al. Wavefront sensing in a partially illuminated, rotating pupil 

 9148-77 Kopon et al.   Pathfinder first light: alignment, calibration, and 
commissioning of the LINC-NIRVANA ground-layer 
adaptive optics subsystem 

 9148-97 Radhakrishnan et al.  Ground layer correction: the heart of LINC-NIRVANA

 9148-106 Bergomi et al. First light of the LINC-NIRVANA Pathfinder experiment

Observatory Operations: 
Strategies, Processes, and 
Systems V 

9149-60 Conrad et al. Acquiring multiple stars with the LINC-NIRVANA 
Pathfinder 
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